
Create a BIG and 
Lasting Impression
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Go Big or Go Home!

At LAVA® World International,

Inc., we’re all about having 

fun, and lots of it! For us, 

having fun is more than just an

attitude; it’s a belief that 

permeates our company and

the products we offer. In line

with this philosophy, we’re

pleased to offer our latest 

release: Colossus—a larger

than life example of our goal to

create fun at the very highest

level! Standing over 4 feet tall

and tipping the scales at 110

lbs., Colossus is the largest

LAVA® brand motion lamp

ever created by our company. 

No Sissies Allowed

Looking for an accessory to add a subtle flair

to your interior space, Colossus may not 

be for you. Rather, Colossus has been 

designed for anyone with the desire to 

create a significant and lasting impression

with clients, partners, employees, or friends. 

As the saying goes, go big or go home. If 

this is how you operate your business 

or home, we’ve built Colossus just for 

you! No matter if you’re an ad agency, 

creative development firm, trendy night club,

architectural firm, Fortune 500 company, an

avid LAVA® brand motion lamp collector or

simply someone looking to add a groovy 

look to your environment, count on Colossus

to add a unique element to your lobby,

lounge, business or home interior.

Form Meets Function

Created from hand-blown glass, 

Colossus is available in four different

base options including marble, wood

and granite simulated finishes or the 

original brushed aluminum.  There are

also five unique lava globe color 

combinations to match any interior

including red wax with clear liquid,

black wax with clear liquid, yellow

wax with purple liquid, pink wax

with purple liquid, and yellow wax

with blue liquid.

How to Buy Colossus

To learn more about Colossus, or 

to make a purchase online, visit 

us at www.lavacolossus.com.

Here, you can even build your

own Colossus lamp by mixing

and matching our globe color

combinations with base options.

Considering the selection of

options and accessories, LAVA®

is confident that Colossus can be

customized to meet your individual

taste and functional needs.

Select Your Globe Colors

Select Your Base Color

Add an Accessory Table
(see mailing panel for sample)
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